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Near the close of the last school year and less than
three weeks from the day when the first steps to
wards that end were taken, the first issue of The
Kaimin was published. This number, containing1 in all
twenty-six pages was favorably received by the students and
by the people of the state! and over six hundred copies were
sold.
We now present to the public the second issue which we
sincerely hope will be as well received as the first. The
board of editors have decided to publish during the present
school year, eight issues; each issue to contain (exclusive
of those devoted to advertisements), at least, fourteen pages
—pages which we expect to be interesting and original.
All through the preparation of this issue wo have missed
our old editor in-chief, Mr. Charles Pixley who is now
studying medicine at the Rush Medical College, Chicago.
When Mr. Pixley went east, the University lost one of
its best students; and because of his interest in the paper,
his good judgment, and originality of thought it will be a
long time before the Faculty can find anyone to fill the pos
ition of editor-in-chief as he did.
Ever since the institution was first opened, there have
been in the University, two literary societies, the Clarkia
and the Hawthorne; the one being the young ladies’ society,
the other, the young mens’.
From the day when it was first organized, the Clarkia
Literary Society has made rapid progress, and its members
have always done good earnest work.
With the Hawthorne it has been different. Most of the
time the society has flourished, and the work done in it has
been all that could be asked for; bnt at times its members
have seemed to lose -interest in their work, and their so
ciety become very lax. Near the close of the first year,
this society and the Clarkia gave a joint entertainment
which did credit to both societies. In Febuary of the

second year the Hawthornes had some trouble in getting
members to take part in annual entertainment give^j by the
society; while the Clarkias, not only gave an annual enter
tainment in Febuary, but near the close of the year held an
open meeting in which only the younger members had a
place on the program.
Last year some excellent work was done by the members
of the Hawthorne; but the society gave no annual enter
tainment and' none of its members took part in the H. N.
Buckley Oratorical Contest; all those taking part in the
Contest being members of the Clarkia.
Now it is by no means our intention to belittle the work of
the Hawthorne Literary Society, for a great deal of high
grade work, the result of earnest effort, has been done
in that organization. There is by no means a lack of talent
ed members in the society; but the trouble seems to rise
from a lack of interest on the part of some, and from others
being careless about their literary work.
New members have come into the society this year, three
good meetings have been held, every member seems inter
ested in his sociey work, and not only should the society
continue to improve throughout the year, but the annual
entertainment given in Febuary should be the best ever
given by the society.
In describing how the American sailors conducted them
selves in the engagement with Cervera off Santiago, Cap
tain “ Bob” Evans used this expression! “So long as the
enemy carried a flag, they fought like American seamen;
but when the flag came down, they were as gentle and ten
der as American women”. This brief sentence is to my
mind the most eloquent and expressive used by any of our
naval heroes who took part in the war with Spain. Not on
ly is the sentence itself almost faultless; but in these few
words, and in terms that ought to be dear to every Amer
ican, Captain Evans describes the most prominent char
acteristics of those brave ,kind hearted men who compose
our navy.
It was the intention of the board of editors of the last
year, to publish in the first number of T h e K a im in , the
winning oration of the H. N. Buckley Oratorical Contest,
but as the paper was published before the Contest took
place, this of course could not be done. As the four or
ations delivered were all exceptionally good, we have de
cided to publish them all this year, and in this number
appears the winning oration, “The Influence of the Press”
as delivered by Miss Louise Ha the way.
“ K a im in ” is the word, used by the Flathead Indians to
signify something written.
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means we not only become familiar with the thoughts ad
vanced in our own country; but we become cosmopolitan in
OT so very many yea9 ago, in the little town of Bos our knowledge.
ton, the seed of the Associated Press of today was
There ha9 been no more potent agent in the advancement
sown. The laborer who planted in was Benjamin of sounder methods of teaching in our public schools, and
Green, and with careful nurture a small crop was produced. the banishment of methods impracticable and detrimen
This crop 90 insignifiicant was the penny almanacs and tal to the mental development of the young than our mag
weekly papers of very mean pretentions.
azines and daily papers. As an illustration of this* take the
How ridiculously small this looks to us of the present day! articles of Dr. J. M. Rice published in the Forum. After
But is it not in harmony with the growth in the natnral visiting various schools in several of our cities, Dr. Rice
world? How 9mall are the few seeds or the first shoots of published these articles as a result of his investigations.
corn compared with the harvest which is reaped when the Although he was attacked on all sides by the school offi
corn i9 mature! So it is with the press. We of the mighty cials, the benefit to education derived from his public as
nineteenth century are reaping the harvest which had its saults on school weaknesses can hardly be estimated.
beginning in the days of the penny almanacs.
Besides the vast influence which they exert on education,
THE
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For several years the crops continued to be small; but
this was to be expected, for there was much stony land to
be tilled and many fences to be built. As soon as these
were well under way, the crops began to increase. The
weeklies assumed a more pretentious appearance, daily
crops were next reaped, illustrations were added by way of
variety, and serials and fashion plates followed in their
wake. Farther and farther the shoots from that tiny seed
spread, until today there is scarcely a spot in our vast
country which is barren: all bear glorious harzests of lit
erature—the daily papers, the weeklies, the illustrated pa
pers and the magazines.
The Influence of the Press! What an enormous, bound
less influence it has! Can we name one thing in the adairs
of men that has not been influenced thereby? Education!
Science! Morals! Fashions; Improvements! Politics!
All have come under its sway. But you may ask, how can
the press exert an influence in these directions? Let us
first consider the influence which it brings to bear in the
broad field of Education.
The chief factor in the growth of education with in the
last twenty years, and the means whereby it has attained
the lofty position which it now occupies ready to
move onward to even greater heights is the press. For
the work which it has done in this direction, look at the
many periodicals we have which are entirely devoted to the
subject and principles of education. No progressive school
teacher of the present is without his papers and journals on
education to aid him in his grand work. No library or in
stitution but ha9 its educational reviews where they
can be within the reach of all.
Besides these papers which are entirely devoted to edu
cation, what product of the press can we open and fail to
find in it some new theory advanced or educational idea dis
cussed? The broad, progressive Forum, and the Atlantic
Monthly, made famous by such men as Oliver Wendell
Holmes and James Russell Lowell, are teeming with such
discussions and reviews. In the short space of one year,
these magazines have presented to us for consideration such
articles as; - “The Lock—step of the Public Schools,” “The
Evolution of the Educational Idea,” “Economy of Time in
Teaching,” and “How shall the Child be taught?”—By this

the periodicals themselves are educators. Such choice
stores of knowledge they have in their columns! And like
true teachers they present this knowledge in a simple way.
All questions of interest and instruction are treated and re
viewed in them. If our thoughts turn to politics, we have
but to pick up a magazine and read such an article as “The
Present and Future of Cuba.” Or if we are of a scientific
turn of mind we can read of “The recent Triumphs in Med
icine and Surgery,” or of the latest inventions, so numerous
in this Scientific Age of ours.
The newspapers are the heralds of discoveries in the
scientific world. No sooner is an observation taken, or
some discovery made in Astronomy, than telegraphic des
patches of the results are sent to the papers which inform
us of the new9 the next morning at the breakfast table.
If it were not for i he press, how long would the people at
large be ignorant of the fact tha". a discovery had been
made, and how limited would be their knowledge concern
ing it. No doubt a few would hear the news and carry it to
others; but by constant repetition there is room for doubt
whether the astronomer, chemist or physicist would recog
nize his own discovery. And what accurate results we
would obtain in our laboratories by using these reports as
a basis of our work!
The discoveries in Botany, Chemistry, and Astronomy are
promulgated by the press to the mutual aid and assistance
of all scientists. Moreover our scientific monthlies and pa
pers devote themselves entirely to the discussion of scien
tific subjects. All questions of this nature are discussed in
full, and progress in the different lines is reported. For the
benefit arising from this free discussion, let us say, “May
blessings be on the head of Gutenberg, or whoever it was,
who invented the pre99.”
Probably the most noticeable testimony of the sway of the
press is in the line of public improvements. Few of the im
provements of our towns and cities could be effected if our
citizens were not awakened to the need of them through the
energy of the newspapers. The general tendency is to be
come lax in providing for the public welfare and advance
ment of a community. But what a dieffernce may be ob
served after a criticism by the papers! Indeed what is
there this power cannot do? Granted a stirring newspaper
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and an energetic community, and anything from a atreet car ing to politics. Was not our last campaign an educational
one—a campaign in which the press undertook to enlighten
to a State University can be obtained.
Since ’tis better to be out of the world than out of the the people on the money question? The New York Tribune,
fashion, let us haste to investigate the beneficent means the Chicago Times*Herald, the San Francisco Examiner
which permits us to remain on this delightful orb. Listen! and the New York Journal took a prominent stand in this
’Tis the press! The press and nothing but the press. education of the masses. Do you not think the people were
Without it there would be no possibility of learning the influenced as well as benefited thereby?
changes in fashions and customs. The latest fads and
fashions in society are exhibited to the eager eyes of both
men and women through the illustrated papers and fashion
plates. Not only are we thus given the satisfaction of
keeping up with the times, but uniformity in dress and cus
toms is secured, thus saving great inconvenience in moving
from one section of the country to another. Imagine the
embarassment of one of our Western girls if she should ap
pear on Broadway clad in the voluminous hoopskirts of the
days of yore! Object of pity to her Eastern sisters! How
uncomfortable she would feel as the recipient of so many
amused glances, and what would she not give to have had
but one peep into a fashion sheet in order to take a few
gores in her flowing draperies. As it is everyone sees the
illustrations and all share the same pleasures and novelties,
even if some do see them a little later than others. The sun
does not shine on all parts of the world at once.

The freedom of the press bei g but slightly limited all
questions are freely discussed and analyzed in our papers.
Candidates for office are brought before the public in very
intimate relationship, their private, as well as their social
and political, lives are held up to the public view. Indeed,
caricatures and political buffoonery are often the main in
struments in a candidate’s defeat. In many campaigns the
success of those running for office depends on the standard
and popularity of the papers supporting them.

Many of our voters, who have made a regular practice of
reading the same paper for years, have as much confidence
in the wisdom of the arguments presented within its
columns as they have in their own capability of judging.
If this paper represents their stand in politics they
would stake any amount- on its correctness. I d this case
the paper entirely controls the readers. But, on the
other hand, if the paper is not the representative of their
Next, the moral influence of the press. And now we touch party, they cannot fail to feel the force of the arguments
upon its most beneficial side—the influence which it exerts presented.
upon the moral character of the people.
By steady nswspaper reading the public is informed con
The newspaper is a very important factor in the suppres cerning the questions of vital importance to the country;
sion of crime and the punishment thereof. Many laws are it is enabled to understand the relations existing between
kept which would be broken if the notoriety caused by com our own and other nations, and is kept so in touch and
ing before the public in the police court news did not appall harmony with all movements that there is a competency in
more than the fear of law breaking. Although many may voting.
Not only does the press control politics in these direc
hold that this form of law keeping does not benefit the indi
vidual, yet none can doubt that the moral tone of the com tions but it also does a great deal in lessening political cor
ruption. To avoid notoriety much is abstained from which,
munity at large is elevated.
if
the press did not exist, would flourish unchecked.
Wrongs, which otherwise might never come under the
Furthermore, the fire of patriotism is kindled and kept
eye3 of the public, are brought to notice by the papers, and
their perpetrators are made to pay the penalty of their mis aglow by the papers. As an illustration of this take our
war with Spain.
deeds.
For many long months the newspapers endeavored, with
Besides, by this suppression and punishment of crimes,
the tone of the community is elevated in other ways. untiring labor, to enlist the sympathy of our people in
7 hrough the press we are brought into contact with all behalf of the suffering Cubans. At that time they appealed
that is beautiful and ennobling in music, art and literature. ■ to our feelings of humanity, and the appeal was not in vain.
I
Again, by this means some of the best sermons and extracts Slowly, but surely, the good work was prospering—help had
on morals are distributed from ocean to ocean. How many j been extended to our neighbors and further aid was being
thousands read De Witt Talmage’s or Lyman Abbott’s ser contemplated. When suddenly the news of the Maine’s dis
mons who never saw the men? Do you think they are not aster flashed across the wires and stirred our nation to im
benefited by them? Assuredly they are, and in turn help mediate action. At first the news filled the hearts of the
others. And so all are influenced by the thoughts of these people with sadness; but as thd shock of the awful event
wore away, and the conviction was borne in upon our minds
great workers.
And, lastly, the influence of the press on that ever inter ' that the disaster was caused by treachery on the part of
| Spain, sadness gave place to iudignation and resentment.
esting and much-talked-of subject-politics.
Almost unlimited is the influence which the press exerts . The press called upon us to stay the coarse of the destroyers
here. The orators of ancient Rome had less power to sway and to take arms in defense of freedom—a call which met
I
the masses than have our newspapers of today. Through with response from the hearts of all. Eagerly we waited
the press the public is kept in touch with the questions of for the papers, every new feature of the subject was dis
the times, and receives its education in all matters pertain tributed through the press of ajl parts of the country.
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When the news of Admiral Dewey’s victory reached us,
the fire of patriotism blazed in the heart of every citizen.
The great event was celebrated in nearly every city of our
land. Thousands of brave men have offered their lives to
their country, and we have gone forth to the glorious work
of freeing a down-trodden people.
And so it goes on, this influence of the press. It is as
useless to attempt to check it as to stop the blowing of the
wind. Nor can we discover its limit, for we find ourselves
like children in search of the rainbow—no matter how far
we may go in search of it, there is always a vast chasm be
tween the bow and us.
Small in its beginning was this influence, but it has ever
increased as the years rolled on. Like the ceaseless river
in its course whose origin was the little rill far off in the
mountain tops, it ever broadens and strengthens as it flows
along, influencing and purifying all with which it comes in
contact.
L o u is e H a t h e w a y .
VENEER,

VERY age has some trait or traits by which it may
be designated. Our age has been variously called
the age of steam, of electricity, of democracy, etc*
One characteristic, however, has been overlooked. This
feature.is veneer, which certainly should not be disregarded
in this country, where it flourishes with especial luxuriance.
The proper use of veneer, admitting that it may have a
proper use, is seen in parlor furnishings and adornments,
articles used for show and ornament only. Here, if any
where, the superficial adornment of veneer may be tol
erated. Possibly we might see with composure, scarcely
with-complaisance, massive frames, piano cases, chairs, etc ,
of plebeian pine covered by a film of polished, aristocratic
rosewood and mahogany.

Perhaps the veneered student is of more interest to
K a im in readers than any other sort of veneered persons.
His characteristics are a total indifference to learning for
its own sake and an ardent desire for the reputation and
profit to be got from the appearance of learning. He has a
keen scent for soft snaps and is an adept in dark and devious
ways for passing examinations and getting unearned credits.
He spends more energy in devising and following crooked
ways than in straightforward, honest labor. Probably
one or two specimens of the veneered student exists in this
University and further description is unnecessary because
the type is already familiar.
Veneer is bad because it won’t stand the wear and tear of
life and can’t face the judgment days of time and eternity.
Solid stuff, whether of pine, oak or rosewood, will be im
proved in tone and polish by age and use that converts
veneer into a thing of shreds and patches. Trial and temp
tation .that pierce and shatter the veneer of pretense and
profession will make firmer and stronger the solid virtues.
Our American characteristics of quickness, versatility and
haste furnish an especially favorable soil, culture medium,
our biological friends would say, for the growth of the
veneer bacteria. Bacteria, I sav, because, though the bac
teria of veneer have not yet been isolated and identified,
they will be, as have those of most other prevalent diseases,
and we will therefore assume their existence.
We are in so great haste to be master-workmen, to be
rich, learned, and honored that we do not with patient
faithfulness serve a due apprenticeship in life’s school. Our
very quickness and brilliancy betray us into scorn of the.
patient plodding which alone can make us solidly wise and
good. Through too eager grasping after the responsibilities
of life, we neglect the preparation to bear them worthily.
The essence of veneer is falsity. The best germicides for
its bacteria are moderation and old fashioned sincerity,
honesty and truth. These applied undiluted and chemically
pure will infallibly cure the veneer disease. Unfortunate
ly these remedies are especially liable to adulteration by
ignorant and unscrupulous venders and must be purchased
with, discriminating care.
Three mottos shouid be inscribed over the doorway of the.
house of life to be impressed upon the souls and hearts of
its indwellers:
“Make haste slowly.”
“Know thyself.”
“Be and not seem.”
X.

Unfortunately the veneer habit has had the proverbial ill
weed growth and has extended from the furnishings of our
homes to the buildings themselves; from the material to
the intellectual, moral anu spiritual world ; and has become
a part of character and conduct in all the relations of life.
We have walls of meanest brick veneered with a finer sort
or with granite or marble, pine veneered with oak for
interior finishings and the like. In all the occupations and
interests of life, veneer is omnipresent; on every side are
found veneered mechanics, lawyers, doctors, politicians,
pastors, churchmen, teachers and students, all sorts and
ThE GERMAN *• 8TUDENTEN *’ CORPS.
conditions of men whose substantial substrata of ignorance,
carelessness and selfishness are covered by a veneer of ^^HL^ article precludes any lengthy discussion of the pros'
adroit concealments and fine professions.
and cons of German student life. The German boy
Veneer has fastened upon the most sacred and intimate of
is brought up, from the first day that he enters the.
social relations and we have veneered bu&bands, wives, Kindergarden until the University career begins* thorough
fathers, mothers and children, in whom the merely animal ly instilled with the idea of discipline.
relations are the only substantial things and over these is
It has been well said, that up to the age of eighteen the
an ornamental veneer of the human and divine significance German school boy is nothing but an animated receptacle
and responsibilities of these relations, a veneer too thin to for Greek, Latin and mathematics, with which he has
serve any purpose except concealment of unlovely realities. I been crammed from the time he learned to read until he
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passes the “exam.” in the gymnasium. If by thorough, j have heavy hilts, these are decorated in the corps’ colors.
good study he does pass, he is then allowed to enter the i These duels are prohibited by the authorities, but they
University of his choice, (Usually the oue that his father, nevertheless take place, the rooms usually being out of the
grandfather eth. attended before him) if he does not pass city limits.
his finals in the gymnasium he is given a second trial. If
Each principal has a second and a surgeon. The com
in this he meets with the same failure, the University doors batants necks and arms are wrapped in cloth and a thick
are closed to him forever and nothing remains for him to leather apron is then strapped about them. This apron
do but to devote his life to either a mercantile career or to reaches from the shoulders half way down to the knees,
a trade: for higher education stops. If fortune and good covering the entire upper part.'of the body and making the
work entitle him to enter, his life, from the day of entrance duelist proof against any body blows. Iron spectacles
will be exactly opposite to that which he has b )en forced are also worn, in or der not to harm or possibly destroy the
to lead in the Gymnasium, under pressure and without re eyes. I hey are then made to stand, with their “Schlaeger”
laxation. His first year is always given over to thorough j at guard toeing a chalk line, the seconds cross swords be
enjoyment of life. His duties consist simply in attending! tween them, withdrawing them the command is given
at least three lectures a week during three terms. All that “Fertig”! “Los”! and the battle begins, not to end until one
is necessary is that he obtain upon entrance, the profes or the other’s cheek is slashed. The surgeon will, if he
sor’s signature oh his registration book Whether he at considers the cut deep and large enough, call “Halt”! if not
tends the lectures or not is his own affair. If the stud the duel goes on until such a verdict is rendered.
ent’s family happens to belong to the better classes he is
The “Fuchs-duellen” are carried on in about the same
then allowed to enter.a corps i. e. the invitation to enter is manner except that they are the outcome of an arranged af
extended to him: but'before entering he must prepare him fair between the members of two different corps. There is
self by taking fencing lessons. These corps are local, but still a thii d duel to be fought between “Fuechse” before ac
have branch corps in several other Universities.
quiring full membership andthis is the result of an insult,
The second class of corps are called “Verbindungen” or
“Burs.cbenschaTten” and are the out growth of the German
wars* for freedom, the original “Burschenschafteh,” or as
they were then called “Landmannschuften”, united the
students of all German^Universities and their ideals were
patriotism .and ihght ‘living. Next to these come the
‘Vereine” t heife are somewhat sim’lar to the Literary Socie
ties of the American Uuiversities, with the exception that
each department of the*University has a special “ Verein”:
these are open to all:students in the respective department.
The student entering a corps, is not allowed full priv
ileges at once; ho must serve for a specified time usually
from six to twelve months as “Fuchs”; during this time
he must devote himself entirely to menial dutie-*, sneh as
drawing beer and performing janitor’s services at the corps
meetings, beer drinking bring the most ’regular business of
these meetings.' These are held in so called “Kneipen” or
inris, each corps having its own separate Kaeipe. The
'first lesson that the student entering a corps has to learn
is the intricate code of “Beer Law”. These meetings are
held nightly; one can therefore well imagine ‘ the student’s
condition after spending six or eight months in this man
ner. During his connection with the corps his highest
ideal and most vulnerable point is what the corps calls its
honor; before entering into full communion with his
jovial “Brueder” he:must at least fight three duels, when
this has beeh done he is allowed to wear the regulation
“Corps Bafende” (a silk ribbon about three quarters of an
inch wide of the corps colors.) These are worn over the
shoulder and across the breast.
In the duels which a.’e fought, the weapons used are
“Schlaeger” very similar to the French rapier, except that
instead of the blades being pointed, they are ground to* a
sharp edge. They differ from the rapier also in that they

this insult in the eyes of an American would and could not
be considered as such, as one student may challenge an
other for simply brushing against his arm while walking, or
for 9taring, The number of duels fought by a student d e
pends greatly upon his-love for the sport, (if such it can be
called). He is obliged to fight at least three times during
his career as “Fuchs” and after becoming a full fledged
member the nufaaber may be a9 large or as small as he
pleases.
’ . .
Unflinching courage while standing facing his opponent
is considered the main point; signs of fear or of pain upon
receiving a wound would immediately expell the man. If
a student intends to finish he must must pass his first ex 
amination by the middle of the second or third year and
before graduating must pass another, his final.
Hauff says in his Reveries of a Rathskeller:
“How shall I call thee, thou exalted, noble, coarse, bar
barous, lovely, unharmoniuus, tuneful, repelling and yet
sweet, refreshing days of our Bnrschen years. Can I de
scribe thee? Never. Your ridiculous exterior is an open
book, in this the layman sees; this can be described—but
thine inmost tempered glow is only known to the miner,
who witn' his singing brothers descends into thy mysterious
depths. He returns with gold, pure gold much or little, it
matters not. Btft this is the only fruit of his toil. What
he has seen he cannot describe to the uninitiated—it would
be too Strange' hfldyet too precious for his understanding.
Phantons live in the depths, which no outsider may see or
comprehend. Music is wafted on the air of yon halls: it
seems meaningless and hollow to those not intoxicated by
I its charms. Bht he, who has joined in song, joined his
i sympathy, imparts to the life its own inmost sanctity, even
if he returns to the outer world wearing his cap as a me
mento and laughing at its tattered condition.”
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TWILIGHT,

I
How holy and bow delightful
The closing hour of day !
For in rhythm sweet and full
All discord dies away,

rock. At the same time two women wrapped in flames, and
in face and form not unlike the Furies descended to guard
them, and answer when then medicine-men came to have
some question solved. And they say they are still there.
FOOTBALL

OUTLOOK.

II
Love lingers, for we cannot hate
When all is peace and rest;
We are satisfied with fate
When by twilight caressed*
III
Her rosy blush falls on the sea.
Just as the sun goes down;
For now her sable love at sea
Presents a starry crown.
IV
The glory deepens in her face
And awe steals over me,
For in its splendor i can trace
What my own soul may be.
V
And as I gaze in wonder.
These divine truths to seek,
I seem to cast asunder
All that’s made me mean and weak.
VI
But oh ! the light is fleeting,
My heart beats in affright,
My Angel is retreating,
Sweet twilight weds the night.
LEGEND OF THE P1PEOE PEACE.

F we could judge the condition of the Athletics at the
University, by the Football Outlook we would take
a most optimistic view of the season both for the
strength of the team and for the interest taken in the game
by the team and by the students in general.
A decidedly healthier tone is shown this fall, for instead
of leaving all of the work to devolve upon the Faculty mem
ber of the team who acted as coach we find the students
with the matter almost entirely upon their hands. This
is as it should be, for it insures more active work on the
part of all and more efficient work in getting out new mem
bers for practice.

S

The still more important forward step was the engage
ment of Mr. B. F. Searight, lately of Troop F., U. 8. V.,
for coach for the football team and instructor in general
athletics. The work necessary for raising funds to procure
him was done nearly all by the students, the solicitors and
the subscribers being entirely from the University body.
In the personnel of the team which played games so far
we are pleased to say that taken altogether a better team
stands on the field today than finished the season last fall.
Of the old players, Ward, Kennett, Kennedy, Ebert and
Crain alone were on hand at the beginning of the work. It
was fortunate indeed though that these men came back, for
they were the best five in the old team, and everyone has
been doing hard work for themselves and for the other
members. Under the guidance of the coach each one is
greatly strengthened in his playing although we would like
to see still better work done at kicking on the part of
Kennett.

rolcoHIS is the origin of the red pipe of peace, which had
been smoked by every tribe of Indians in America,
(op In by gone years it was trimmed with eagle feathers,
emblems of victory; and the soothing fumes that rose from
it were a sure means of calming the restless heart of the
fiercest Indian.
Long, long ago, high up on the great red rocks in the
Sioux country, the Great Spirit called all the r ations to
Of those who played substitute last year we find especial
gether. And when the mighty throng had assembled there, ly Merritt who is developing into a first class man at left
he broke off a piece of the stone and moulded it into a huge tackle. He possesses all of the qualities to make a tackle that
pipe by turning it in his hand. Then, while blowing vast will not be excelled in the college teams of Montana, and it
clouds of smoke that rolled over the heads of the people and is hoped he will stay with the game Sedman, G. Heyfron,
finally melted away in the blue sky, he spoke to them say Craig and Mo Donald have been on the second eleven but so
ing:
far have not shown up strong enough for the ’Varsity.
“My people, behold this pipe! Like your flesh it is red,
Of the new discoveries this year, first of all must be
and ye shall ever use as a pipe of peace. Never on this placed Heckler who came from the Helena High School
ground shall be seen the tomakawk and the scalping knife. team of ’97. He possesses good speed and knows all of th©
These rocks I give to all, and when my aid is wanted, ye tricks of the game. We regret that his weight would not
shall smoke to me here.”
permit him to play half-back for as it is he replaces Kennedy
At the last puff of smoke he was caught up by a large at quarter, the refuge for light weights. Miller at right guard
white cloud and was swiftly borne far away from the sight of and Wood at end have been doing work that has placed
his people. The roar of thunder and the flash of forked them ahead of the older players and have earned places on
lightning were heard and seen by the people as they watched ;the first eleven. Avery at center would have given great asthe cloud vanish in the blue gates of the Happy Hunting istance to the team, but he was obliged to withdraw. M.
Grounds, from whence the Great Spirit has never again !1Flynn at left guard needs more practice and should for the
deigned to come. __ The rocks for miles around were melted sake of the team enter into the work with all earnestness,
glazed, and two immense ovens opened under the medicine for there is great need of assistance in the center of the line.
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•Of the coming players who came out for the first time His experience includes only that of last season but he has
this fall we see Sloane, a player who will make his mark on not been slow to gather the fine points of the game. On
account of an injury to his knee in the Bozeman game last
the gridiron when he ha^ more years and experience.
year
neither the Bozeman team nor the Butte team later
We miss fleyfron at half-back and regret that Taylor’s
realized
what he could do in the way of hard playing when
duties would not allow him to keep up with his University
work so he could play. We long for Goodfellow or Jones he is in proper condition and in the mood to play. We
to play center and with this team we feel that no college prophesy that they will find out this year more about Ward
before they are through with him.
team in the State could stand up before them.
He has great zeal both in organizing the work and in de
LESSONS FROM THE HELENA GAME.
veloping the team on the field has earned for him the extra
The g ame played in Helena was both valuable and detri honor and labor of serving as Captain. If he is given the
mental to the University. Valuable in that it gave a green support that is deserving to him by the first eleven and
team practice in a game of earnest work; detrimental in ‘‘scrubs” and by the students and citizen population he will
that it scored another defeat for our team and gave credit make the season of ’98 a memorable one.
to a school for a victory won by outside players. Why the
University of Montana should go on furnishing advertis
THE EIRST EOOTBALL GAME.
ing material to schools and colleges by allowing their
strictly college team to be defeated by teams made up of e^aHE football game at Helena on Saturday, October
players drawn from all teams of the state and playing under
15, was full of interesting features.
the banner of a school that happens to have a minority of
There was also a number of circumstances connect
the players and assumes the management of the team, is ed with the game that has put the University Athletic Com
incomprehensible to all college men. We gladly herald mittee to thinking.
the action of the faculty, which has grown out of this
Though the ’Varsity team failed to gain a victory, so far
kind of games. The faculty have lately refused permission
as sc iring was concerned, they certainly played a most
to the team to play any school or college teams as such un
creditable game and had not a combination of unfortunate
less all the players on the teams are bona fide students in
circumstances been opposed to the team it certainly would
the school or college, pursuing certain definite amount of
have won.
work each week.
The Belena team is composed not of High School men,
The Athletic Association has no desire to have a team
but has some other players on *the team who are men of
made up of any others than bona fide students and conse
considerable experience at the game, some of them having
quently there is no reason why the team shonld play teams
had several years practice on col lege or athletic club teams,
that represent schools or colleges unless they are equally and, as a result, the Helena team cannot be called a high
consistent in their membership. We understand that the school team, but an intermixture of High School students
team which ours played in Helena was not claimed to be a and Atnletic Club men, and, as a matter of fact, both the
High School team, and if the High School cannot support manager of the Helena team and the principal of the High
a strong team we regret their inability. But nevertheless School admitted that the University was entirely too strong
the public understand that the game was played between for any team that might be selected from the High School
the Helena High School and the University teams, and any students, so they felt justified in playing outsiders.
other explanation now only cast slurs upon our team for
The principle of playing other than “ bona fide” students
advancing such excuses for our defeat.
v oreover, if the
has raised a question with the Committee on Athletics.
hign schools cannot make up strong teams from their own First of all the University desires to have pure athletics and
members, much as we regret their inability, we must ad we feel it is absolutely necessary for us to make a stand in
mit that they have no business playing a number of old that direction. Second, we do not desire to play any teams
graduates and athletic club players and calling the aggre which represent themselves as school teams and which have
gation the High School team after or before the game.
men playing on their teams who have nothing whatever to
The faculty have no objection to games with athletic do with the school.
club or city team, and we feel that such games are valuable
However, the Univorsity management is perfectly willing
both for the practice and the pleasure from the same, but to play such teams if they will play under the name of a
we believe the team should be properly labeled and adver. mixed team, that is go under their legitimate colors. The
tised by its true name. Moreover, we are glad that the idea of playing men who have no connection with schools
faculty are going to see that such shall be the case in the is directly opposed to the principle of pure and clean
future.
athletics, and, secondly, no school is justified in using
THE CAPTAIN OF ’98.
athletic club men for the purpose of advertising their insti
The team have elected for permanent Captain, Mr. Sid tution.
Such a difficulty may arise when the University team
ney M. Ward, ’01, who is playing at his old place of last
year, right-tackle. Mr. Ward is a resident of Hamilton, plays the Butte Business College. We trust, however, that
Mont., and undoubtedly is the strongest player on the team. the management of the Butte Business College team will

io
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see the matter in the proper light, and will consent either
to play only students who are taking regular work in the
College or play their aggregation under another name. The
The University band has been on duty at almost every
game in Helena was a closely contested game and both rally held by the different political parties this fall and has
teams seemed very strong in their offensive work; when one won much merited praise for itself.
team got the ball in their possession it seemed able to keep
At a meeting of the Athletic Association, held October
the pigskin until lost by a fumble, though very few fumbles
21, the following officers were elected:
were made, be it said, to the credit of both teams, and the fact
President—Geo. Kennett.
that the halves of the game were 25 and 20 minutes cer
Vice President—Mary Craig.
tainly was the only thing that prevented a much larger
Secretary—Lu Knowles.
score being made It is almost certain that five minutes j
Treasurer • Sid. Ward.
more playing in each half of the game would have given the
The members of the Board of Directors, as reported for
University team another touchdown in each half, as the
this year, are as follows: *Senior class, George Kennett;
Helena team, at no stage of the game after the fir3t fifteen
Junior, Lu Knowles; Sophomore, Edith Bickford; Freshman,
minutes play, had any chance of scoring. Longer halves
Fred Crain; Preparatory department, — Heckler.
would have guaranteed a victory to the ’Varsity team.
Prof. Traphagen, of the Bozeman Agricultural College,
Both teams seemed lamentably weak on defensive. This
was
a welcome visitor at the University week before last.
is a fault of most teams in the Northwest, and was a very
He
was
taken to the new buildings and expressed himself
noticeable fact in the game at Butte City last week between
as
much
delighted with the University’s progress.
the Butte Athletic Club team and the big fellows from the
Black Hills.
Among students enrolled within the past two weeks are:
It is quite evident, however, that in the Helena game the W. E. Reavis, R iv illi County; W. C. Strom, Plains; Leslie
’Varsity team learned many valu ible things that will be of . Wood, Glendive, Pearl Leedy, Missoula; Sarah Travis,
much use to them in other games of the season.
Corvallis; J. D. Jones, Ovando; G. 8. Ackerlund. Troop F.
When it is understood th at the ’Varsity was practically a
Westby, Schroeder, Goodfellow, Latimer and Heyfron,
new team, some of the players being absolutely without
ill last year’s students and members of h efo itb ill team,
previous experience, it-can be said they played a remark
ire expected to matriculate next week.
able game to practically tie the score against slightly
Officers of the Clarkia Literary Society for the coming
superior weight and a team of vastly more experience.
year
are:
Without one particular star Helena’s team would have
President—Helen
McCrackin.
been easily vanquished. Sullivan played almost the entire
Vice President—Katie Ronan.
game for the Helena team, especially on the defense, mak
Secretary—Sue Lewis.
ing some remarkable tackles, saving many long runs and
Treasurer—Louise
Hatheway.
probably several touchdowns that would have boen made by
Critic on Right Kathryne Wilson.
the University backs. Marshman and Shark also did some
Critic on Left—Edith Bickford.
very effective work for the Helena team.
Sentinel—Beulah Rheim.
For the University, while all the men put up a game fight
Censor—Allie
Woody.
and did well for their very limited expsrience at the sport,
The University football team is improving ev'ery day. A
yet Kennett, Ward, Kennedy, Ebert and Crain deserve
competent
coach has been secured in Mr. Searight and the
special mention. Kennett’s line bucking was an important
factor of the game, while Ward’s defensive and offensive good effects of his work are already noticeable. Sidney
work was good and both these men are towers of strength to *'ard has been elected Captain of the eleven and has shown
the team. Young Heckler played a good game and with one himself in every respect deserving of the honor.
exception his work at quarter was fairly clever. Kennedy
Work on the new buildings is progressing very rapidly.
is of great value to the team, his speed and strong tackling The furniture and equipment of Science Hall is being put in
enabling him to play in several different positions on the place, while the furniture for the main building has been
team.
contracted for and is merely waiting the completion of the
The weakness of our team is in the line, and the principil building. The woodwork and work on tables and cases in
gains made by the Helena team were through the left side both buildings attract the immediate attention of visitors
of the line. This was not only due to the fact that these on account of their superior vvorktnanship, also the excel
men were new at the game and consequently weak at tack lence of the brick work and the artistic arrangement of
ling and slow at breaking through their opponent’s line, but
columns, ornamentations, etc.
the backs on the ’Varsity team have not learn id yet how to
Mr. Roe Emery, Senator Carter, Governor Smith, Major
back up properly the line men on the defensive. However,
with conscientious practice, good coaching and the expected Maginnis and Secretary of State H)gan have recently in
return of some of last year’s ’Varsity, we m iy yet have a very ! spected the new buildings and oommend the work as done
successful team.
B. F. Searight .
both in arrangement and construction.
The Kaimin is published monthly during University year. I Mr. Storey, who had hi3 leg broken in the game between
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the Helena High School and and ’Varsity elevens, is stead perfectly at home and all thoroughly appreciated the kind
ily improving and is anxious to show Missoula people how ness of the invitation.
to play football.
The physical culture class continues to increase in num*Miss Flo Woody entertained a numbor of her friends last j bers and in enthusiasm. Ample provisions have been made
Friday evening at cards. Among those present were the for it in the University proper, and its work will naturally
Misses Anna and Emily Marshall, Lu Knowles, Katie be much widened and bettered in every way v hen installed
Ronan, Lottie Boos and Messrs. Stuart, Clark, Boos, Ken in its new quarters.
nedy, Ward and Landers.
I The sermons delivered by the Rev. Clark, of the Congre
An account of the game between the Helena and ’Varsity gational Church, during the past two weeks have been of
teams has been kindly furnished the Kaimin by onr coach, especial interest to students and are such as will benefit them
B. F. Sea right.
exceedingly. The sermons are arranged in a series and will
While in Helena th e ’Varsity team was domiciled at the continue this week and next.
Grand Central and received the best of treatment. No com
The manager of the football team is now in communica
plaints have been heard save from our two tall men, Flynn
tion with the University of Idaho and the Spokane Athletic
and Ward, for whom no resting places equal in length to I
Club, and hopes to secure games with each this season.
the selves could be found. Messrs Heckler, Crain and
The Helena team was to have given us a return game the
Taylor lost none of their precious time in sleeping but
twenty-ninth of last month but were unable to get their
spent it to better advantage, tripping the light fantastic,
jmen together and declared the game off, but expe ’.t to
and since their return have loyally sun* the praises of the
arrange one to be played in Missoula sometime this month.
Helena young ladies. The fact might be mention d here
In the ’Varsity-Anaconda game our team, though badly
that many of our boys returned home without their college
defeated, had little to be ashamed of. The boys played well,
colors.
some, indeed, remarkably well, but were overcome by the
Coach Searight, Orville England, Sidney Ward and
superior weight of the giants.
Hugh Kennedy, after the Helena game, proceeded to
Last week a letter was received from Chas. Pixley, for
Butte, and making close connections were able to witness
merly
editor-in-chief of the Kaimin, now studying medicine
the Butte-Dead wood game. They found many of their old
in
the
University
of Chicago, in which letter he expresses
Missoula friends who took possession of them during their
himself
as
hard
at
work and much pleased with his sur
stay in the Smoky City and proved themselves royal enter
roundings. Mr. Pixley was a member of the Junior class of
tainers.
last year but, studied, during the past summer and at the
In the library numerous periodicals have been added to
beginning of this term, before starting for Chicago, passed
those on file last year. Increase is especially noticeable in
the required examinations and is now credited with the
the lines of engineering and German. Also a number of
work necessary for a University degree. He, with the
reference books have been ordered and are on the way.
three members of the Senior class, will receive his degree
Two of the former needs ot the University have been done •
in the spring.
away with in the new buildings by the large, well lighted j
By the departure of Mr. Pixley the Kaimin was left with
room 30x60, to be used as a gymnasium, and the assembly
out
an editor-in chief, the choice of whom lies in the
hall, which is to be filled in with opera chairs of solid oak, i
hands
of the faculty. Mr. Ellis Sedman, at that time one of
four hundred on the first floor and two hundred in the gal lery. A platform or stage extends across the entire hail tho literary editors of the paper, was appointed to that posi
tion, a d Miss Kathryn Wilson was elected by the students
and every possible convenience has been secured.
as literary editor in his stead.
The campus is now being surveyed and the general plan ,
of walks, streets and driveways determined. Mr. and Mrs. | The Kaimin proudly boasts in this issue a story by Miss
E. L. Bonner and others have generously offered contribu Edith Bickford, of the Sophomore class. Miss Bickford’s
tions of shrubbery, to be set out in the spring, and in other story, “A Bit of Clay,” published in the July number of
ways shown their desire of aiding the University in its pro Munsey under the nom de plume of Zoe Anderson Norris,
was read by all with the greatest interest and pleasure and
gress.
won
their heartiest commendation.
The ever increasing interest of Missoula’s citizens in the
University has been shown by their presence at the weekly
convocations held every Wednesday morning at 10:30. The
students have been addressed by the Revs. Clark, Stivers,
Salsman and Hayes, also by Judge Sloane, Judge Evans and
others, aud each of these has received a hearty welcome.
The reception, given by the members and pastor of the
Christian Church, for the University students and members
of the faculty was well attended and all present spent an
exceedingly pleasant evening. Everyone was made to feel

During the summer Prof. Smith spent nearly a week in
Butte collecting samples of ores from the
most
important mines for illustrations in economic geol
ogy. He also collected some very valuable mater
ial in the line of crystallized minerals in the
country south of Butte, among which are very good
tourmalines and other classes. R. M. Cobban, a former
Missoulian and a good friend of the University, assisted
Prof Smith in his work and rendered him mnch aid.
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Mr. Oscar Sedman intends enrolling this week and his
coming is awaited with interest by the football team, who
hope to take him within their ranks.

Yale will have five new men in the football eleven this
In the chemical laboratory about sixty new minerals have year. The novices are all in the line.
been added to those already on hand, and are a welcome
It is said that Mrs. Phoebe Hearst will erect a building
addition.
for mining engineering for the University of California at a
The biologicial laboratory has not been neglected but has cost of $300,000.
received, with other paraphernlia, ten or more new micro
Lawrence Heckler, the retired] manager of the High
scopes and other supplies.
School Nugget, is going to college in Missoula.—Helena
A box of about five-hundred shells was received last week High School Nugget.
from the Smithsonian Institute. This is the first received
The Board of Trustees of the University of Rochester has
from them but more are expected.
adopted resolutions admitting women to the institution
The school of music under Mrs. Whitaker, is making ra when $100,000 shall have been raised for the purpose.
Lieut. Ahern, formerly military instructor at the College
pid advancements, many are enrolled and the work done is
of unusual excellence as shown by the recital given last of Montana at*Deer Lodge, and later at the Bozeman Agri
cultural College, has recently been promoted to a cap
week.
taincy.
Miss Jamieson of Livingston,a student in the preparatory
The football team of the University of Georgia is again
department, has been compelled, on account of sickness, to
give up work and return home. It is hoped she will soon in the field in spite of the^ttempt of the Georgia legislature
to abolish the game in the Cracker State. The team in the
be able to resume her studies.
field this year is an especially strong one.
While in Bozeman Prof. Elrod acted as umpire in tbe
The University of Paris has instituted a degree of “Doc
Bozeman-HeleDa football game and gave the greatest satis
tor”
without any qualifying word. This degree is open to
faction. He was afterwards thanked by both teams for hi9
foreigners, and the tests are a thesis m Latin or French
impartiality and the justness of bis every decision.
and a few questions selected by the candidates.
Early this term nearly a full series o f’educational rocks,
Following are some big scores in football games this
about 140 in number, was received from the U. S. Geologi
year:
University of Pennsylvania 50, Gettysburg 0; Cornell
cal Survey. These will supplement the partial set received
47,
Trinity
0; West Point 40, Tufts 0; H rvard 53, Amherst
early in the history of the University from the National
2;
Carlisle
Indians 48, Susquehanna University 0.
Museum at Washington, thus making a very good and sys
tematic collection for the work in dynamics, geology and
The British government has expressed itself in favor of a
lithology.
Catholic University for Ireland, though it is not expected
that any active steps towards its establishment will be
Prof. M. J. Elrod visited Bozeman last week for the pur
undertaken during the present session of parliament.
pose of shipping a collection of fossils to the University.
Dr. E. Benjamin Andrews, President of Brown Univer
Mr. Earl Douglas has been for the past five or six*years col
sity,
has been elected Superintendent of the Chicago
lecting fossils in various portions of the state and hns gath
ering a large and very valuable collection, largely of verte Schools by the Board of Education. Thirteen votes were
brate r* mains. These are scattered over the state, making cast for Dr. Andrews and six for Albert G. Lane, the
their study very difficult. Mr. Douglas proposes to bring present Superintendent. Dr. Andrews will accept and will
his various collections together at the University, where he assume the duties immediately. Professor Benjamin Ide
can have room to work at them and display them. The col Wheeler, who holds the chair of Greek at Cornell Univer
lection from Bozeman filled twenty-four good sized boxes sity and is an alumnus of Brown University, is prominently
and weighed some 3,000 pounds. Jt-includes turtles, rhinoc mentioned in connection with the vacant presidency.
eros, mastodon, the early f>ssils of the horse, various car
nivores, many invertebrates, etc. It i9, without doubt, the
largest and most comprehensive collection of Montana fos
sils in the state, and will be much larger when tbe additions
from the other portions of the state are made and all the
specimens are collected together. The university is very
glad to have sucb men associated with it and will give them
all the help and encouragement possible.

The colleare paper in most institutions is, and ought to be,
the center of college life, towards which all eyes are directed
for information as to student affairs, and for amusement and
profit as wel1.
* * * * *
No student who
has an ounce of college interest and pride in his make-up
can afford to withold his patronage and financial support.—
College xponent, Bozeman
The above applies to the University paper a9 well as the
college paper.

Literature would pay better,” remarks Life, “if there
The following item is very puzzling, when one remembers
were not so many dead men still in the busine3S.',
the fact that tbe University of Montana is situated at Mis
The Macmillan Go. ha9 just published ‘‘Dr. Pascal,” by soula, in that it appears in the Bozeman Agricultnral Col
Zola, translated by Mary J. Sen&nd.
lege Exponent: “Candidater for the ’Varsity football team
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are practicing hard, rain, show or shine. Some good
material is developing. Let every fellow who has any j Cram,
muscle at all come out and assist in the formation of a win- 1 Exam,
ning team ”
The University of Michigan began in 1841 with nine stu
dents and one department, that of literature,-science and
arts. It closes the fifty-seventh year of its history with
3,114 students and seven separate faculties. In its first
decade the increase was slow, being from 9 to 154. The
medical department was added at the beginning,and the law
department a-t the end, of the second decade, when the total
was 533. At the end of the third decade women were ad
mitted, and the total, including the new pharmacy depart
ment. was 1,102. Thus the third decade more than doubl d
the attendance of the second. From 1870 to 1875 there was
but 25 increase, due probably to the business depression
succeeding for several years the panic of 1873. From 1870
to 1198, however, the attendance has almost trebled. The
falling off in the attendance of the literary depart
ment in 1895-6 from 1,523 to 1,204 is due to
the separate organization of the engineering depart
ment, whose students had been incorporated with the
literary department. Just before and during the war the
literary department fell off in numbers from 287 to 217,
rapidly regaining the last year of the war and quickly pas
sing beyond its previous registration. Since the years of
business depression in 1873-79 its attendance has steadily in
creased, barring th9 subtraction of engineers already
alluded to.

THE

STUDENT S TALE.

Flunk,
Trunk.

—Exchange.

“Dear father:—Once you said ‘My son.
To manhood you have grown;
Make others trust you, trust yourself,
And learn to stand alone.’ ’’
“Now, father, soon I graduate,
And those who long have shown
How well they trust me, want their pay,
And I can stand a loan”.
—Exchange.
EATE.

I took my books the other day
And studied in the Quad, alone;
But no professor passed that way,
Xwasn’t called on the next day,
That work was never known.
Up on the road beside the brook,
One little hour we two beguiled;
I never looked into a book,
But I met each Prof, whose work I took
And when I flunked he smiled.
—The Sequoia.
R U P E R T OE H E N T Z A U .

^<&'CRITICISMS pro and con “The Prisoner of Zenda”
have appeared in the literary journals, and have, so
far, about balanced one another. Public opinion,
however, seems to tend toward the decision that the author
The corporation of Brown Universiay met on Thursday,
has injured, rather than enhanced, his popularity by giving
Sept. 8, aud accepted the resignation of Dr. E. B. Andrews
to the public “too much of a good thing,” if we may be per
as president, passed resolutions expressing its appreciation
mitted the U9e of an inelegant expression.
of his services, elected a committee of six to choose his suc
After reading the “Prince of Zenda’. everyone was
cessor, and elected B. F. Clark. A. M., acting president.
charmed. There is a power, a strength in the conciseness
Plans are on foot at the University of Pennsylvania to
of his diction that shows the author to be a mast9r of Eng
form a debating union somewhat after the manner
lish, and a dashing air about the style that is captivating.
of the unions of Oxford and Cambridge Universities. At I
The
story, too, dealing , as it does, with the most thrilling
the meeting of the union the free discussion of all questions
adventure
and the finest little love story imaginable, could
of interest to students and citizens, including matters of
University policy and all lines of activity, will be the main not be improved upon.
feature. The meetings will be held primarly, not for the
Tne characters, with, perhaps, the exception of the king,
purpose of formal debating, but for the promotion of such
are
all strong and possessed of individuality. There is a
free discussien and for the formation and expression of uni
dexterity
in the grasping of complex situations, a quickness
versity opinion.
in
the
comprehending
of the motives of the others, and a
Columbia University is certainly blessod in the matter of j
gifts of money. It was not so long ago that President; Low subtleness in the drawing of fine distinctions displayed by
gave it a library building that cost a million dollars, and each character that is almost instructive. The hero and
now comes Mr. Soubat and gives $1,100,000 to the library ! heroine are ever actuated by the noblest conceptions of
itself, The conditions are that the trustees guarantee him '
$60,000 a year for life, which they can readily do without i right and wrong, and their relations toward one another
inconvenience, as the Broadway real estate that he has are characterized by exquisite refinement and delicacy.
given them is not only earning more than that amount now,
Rupert of Hentzau, the aider and abettor of the arch
but is constantly increasing in value, as it is situated in the ! enemy of the king, puts an impudence and daring into his
heart of the business district. Mr. Soubat is an American ,
bachelor living in Paris. This is not the first, though by , villainy that almost compels one to admire his very wicked
far the largest, of his gifts to Columbia of which he is not ness.
and alumnus.
Fritz von Tarlenheim and Sapt are the personifications of
Colorado College opened the year with a large increase in
numbers, over two hundred new students having been en
rolled.
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devotion, and even Rupert displays strong loyalty to Count
Rischenheim, the real rascal of the story.
Nothing could be more touching than Rudolf’s farewell
to Plavia, and the little incident of the rose and the words
“Rudolf-Flavia—always,” assure Rudolf yearly that he is
remembered and loved by the beautiful Flavia, Queen of
Ruritania
The ending of the story could not be otherwise, and when
the author once more takes up the thread of the tale, and
brings again the characters into view, he runs the risk of
weakening style, story and characters.
In “Rupert of Hentzau” the narrative is put into the
mouth of Fritz von Tarlenheim, and thereby the author
violates the law that a narrator should not prove. Tarlen
heim then breaks in upon his relation of the events with
one or two paragraphs on the subject of the whys and
wherefores of some action, and takes occasion to express
his own opinion on the subject, without regard to whether
or not the reader is specially interested in his version oi it.
Then, too, be occasionally offers explanations that are un
necessary to the understanding of the reader, and fails to
pay the latter the compliment of having sufficient compre
hension to follow the events. All these faults necessarily
detract from the movement of the story and deprive it of
that conciseness which characterizes “The Prisoner of
Zenda.”
Flavia becomes week and tearful, loses control of herself,
and forgets the high principles for which she sacrificed so
much in the first story.
Sapt and Fritz fall so far below their standard as to
humor Rudolf and Flavia in their weakness.
Rupert of Hentzau is really the only ene who maintains
his former character throughout. He is the same hand
some, impudent knave of old, and still faces danger with a
carelessness and disdain that is amazing.
In conclusion, we may say that if “The Prisoner of
/Zenda” had never been written “Rupert of Hentzau” might
have met with the same enthusiastic reception as did the
former, beeause it represents a new style of fiction. Or, if
it had been written by a young and aspiring author, it might
have made his reputation. But “Rupert of Hentzau” by
Anthony Hope, compared with the “Prisoner of Zenda” by
the same author, falls below the standard which the author
has established for himself.
TWO /WEN AND A TELEPMONE.

ei®.T is a den in a fashionable boarding house. Two
;fj|g young men, known to the world as Vincent Montague
(step and Charles Wellington, sat whiling the morning
hours away. Magazines and pipers are strewn in profusion
about their elegantly furnished apartments. All is quiet,
when Wellington lazily lifts his eyes and murmers:
“Say, Vint, old boy, I’ve got a thought.”
What You don’t mean it,” ejaculated his companion.
“Yes. I think I am in love.”
“Wonderful! How long since?”
“Well, for several weeks,” drawled the latter, “I have had

a peculiar feeling around the region of my heart; can’t
account for it in any other way. I think it must be love.”
“ Well, say this is getting interesting! and who may the
fair damsel be who hath power to play a love tune hpon the
strings of your heart?”
“This is how it is. You remember that young lady we
met once at the Beach last summer, Violet Warren? Do
you know I rather have a sneaking idea she cares a little
bit for me, at least she treats me halfway civil, which is
more than some others do, and I can’t think she is flirting.
At any rate she is worth trying for. Good looking? Yes,
and what is best of all, her father has large interests in the
Klondike, with a considerable fortune beside, at least
enough to keep us in pretty good circumstances. Now, my
friend, what do you think of the proposition?”
“ Well, looking at it from a business point of view, your
head is quite level, and—well, if anything is worth having
it is worth working for. My advice would be, try for first
place.”
Thanks, old boy, I think so myself. I was always taught
that if I had a disagreeable thing to do do it at once. So
guess I’ll call around and see the young lady, even though
it is pretty early, for a eall. Goodbye, old boy, I’m off*”
“ Well, Montague* old man,” soliloquized that gentle
man, “I guess the best thing you can do, if you want that
girl, is to look out for your own interests. I’ll just slip to
the telephone and see if Violet is at home.”
“Hello central! Main 379 please.”
“Is Miss W'erren in? No? W ill she return shortly?
Well! Oh, never mind the name, I’ll call her up later.
Goodbye! The first attempt has been a failure. I guess
I’ll go out and take a spin around the block, perhaps when
I return I shall have better luck.”
The house of Violet Warren. That young lady, neatly
attired in a riding habit, is standing in the middle of the
room quietly drawing off her gloves, having just returned
from a ride. The door bell rings, a servant appears and
hands her a card on which she reads the name of Mr
Charles Wellington.
“Show him up Nettie.”
Now, what can he want of me at this early hour? Oh,
yes, perhaps he came to see about that yachting party. I
suppose I can stand to be bored for a few minutes.
“Good morning, Mr. Wellington! So good of you to call.
Yes, thank you, feeling quite well this morning. Beautiful
morning for a ride.”
“Yes, delightful. I called, Miss Warran, to have a little
talk with you ”
“Oh. yes, so kind. About my little yachting party? I
have had to postpone it indefinitely. You see the weather
is so unsettled as yet one cannot depend upon it. It was
very kind of you, nevertheless, to be so thoughtful of my
welfare. I hope to be able to repay you in someway.”
Well, yes!—er that’s what I called to see—er perhaps—
er—I might be of some use in another way—er.”
“Oh, thank you! So kind. I do intend to give a little
party in a few days and you make me feel at liberty to call
! upon you.”
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“But, as I was about to say Miss—”
“Miss Violet, some one at the telephone would like to.
speak to you.”
“Please excuse me, Mr. Wellington,” as she closes the
door after her.
“Now’s my chance to collect my scattered senses and to
cease making such a fool of myself—may as well be coining
my little speech.”
“Hello! Mr. Montague, oh yes; good afternoon. Any
body here? Why yes, Mr. Wellington. How should you
surmise that? Proposed? What! to me? -Mr.— Be your
wife? Why Mr. Montague— Why, yes, Vincent—how
strange that sounds. I guess I can say yes This time—
yes. Be up to lunch? Very well. Goodbye Vincent.”
“As I was saying when you went out,” remarked Welling
ton when she returned, “I came for a purpose; I er—love
you, Violet; I want you to be my wife. Don’t say no! Give
me some words of encouragement. My life hangs on your
answer.”
“ Why, Mr. Wellington! you surprise me; but you are a
little coo late; I have just become engaged over the tele
phone.”
“Indeed - er*-Miss Warren! May I venture to ask who is
the successful man?”
“Certainly—Mr. Montague.”
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The Clarkia Literary Society held its first meeting of this
year on the last day of September. The regular order of
business was done away with, as it was the day for the
semi annual election of officers. The following were elected
and took their place at the next meeting: President, Helen
McCrackin; Vice President, Katherine Ronan; Secretary,
Sue Lewis; Treasurer, Louise Hatheway; Censor, Alice
Wodoy; Critics, Katbryne Wilson and Edyth Bickford;
Sentinel, Beulah Rheim.
The meetings have been very well attended and the in
terest shown is encouraging. Nearly twenty new names
are on the roll, among them several young ladies who will
be good members and give the society great assistance.
What we need are fresh, now members, whose faithful work
will make the meetings not a bore or a place to joke and
jest, bnt one where all are pleased to go, where the produc
tions are not only interesting but instructive, and where we
all receive aid and benefit. I am confident that in these
new members who have joined this year we have found
workers of this type.
The popular opinion of literary societies is that they re
quire so much of the members, and give so little in return,
that it is all work and drudgery and no amusement. To
those students of the University who have this erroneous
idea I would urge to come and visit us some day
when there is a lively diecussion over some disputable
point and hear the witty retorts of the opposing members.
Then we are not only amused but often enjoy a good laugh
at some particularly quick reply, and though this is not
common it proves that the Clarkia is not a place for long,
gloomy faces and sepulchral voices.
Regulaa attendance of all the members, old as well as new,
is of great importance towards causing other work in the
society. When no member is present for two successive
meetings they lose interest in the work, and little by little
all are influenced by the absence of a few.
The play given by the young ladies of the Clarkia, at the
close of the last college year, was attended by a very large
audience and was well received. More credit, however, is
due te the author and director, Mr. Collins and Miss Hubbell, than to any ability or labor on the part of the per
formers. These two kindly. gave all the assistance they
could and we realize that had it not been for them we could
never have presented “Plutonia.” One pleasing feature of
the programs this semester has been the rendition of in
strumental and vocal music. While, of course, not strictly
literary work, it furnishes a pleasing break in the long suc
cession of essays and similar work, and I am sure that all
the members will be glad to have it continue.

The June Review of Reviews for 1895 contained an article
entitled “College Oratory in the West.” In that article
there was a statement to this effect: “ The ruling passion of
the western student is oratory.” The students of the Uni
versity of Montana, especially the young men, seemed to
prove an exception to this statement. But this year the
boys realize the value of a literary training; and have
started the Hawthorne on the high road toward assuming
its position as one of the best societies of its kind in the
state.
The following officers have been elected: Chas. Avery,
President; Grant MacGregor, Vice . President; Ellis Sedman, Treasurer; Claude McAllister, Secretary; Guy Sheri
dan and Percy Rennick, Critics.
Four programs have beau rendered, in which the partici
pants showed their ability for this line of work, and the
evenings were pleasant and profitable. One of the most in
teresting and prominent features of the program is the
irregular debate. Its value is almost inestimable, and yet
its worth can be summed up in a single sentence. It
teaches one to think, reason and speak while on his feet.
A number of new students are evincing their interest in
literary work by conforming willingly to the requirements
for membership.
To give a better idea the work of the society I selected
All members are expectantly awaiting the time when the
two
programs at random and consider them as fair examples
Hawthorne will be domiciled in its new quarters in Univer
of
all:
sity Hall.
Sheridan .
I.
Mr. Murray, a member of the Junior class of last year, Declamation............................................................. Miss Bellew
has returned to the University and is taking up the work Reading.............................................................. Miss Flo Woody
again.
i Recitation......................................................... ......... Miss Craig
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Essay.
Music,
Beading...........
Essay..............
Recitation.......
Original Story
Paper..............

...........Miss Scott
.. Miss Cronkrite
.........Miss Avery
Miss Mary Lewis
. . . . Miss Simons
.. .Miss Bickford
. Miss Buckhouse

Reading___
Recitation..
Essay...........
Declamation
Music...........
Essay...........
Recitation..
Reading.......

........ Miss Bellew
.........Miss Maley
....... Miss Harvey
.........Miss Rheim
........ Miss Simons
Miss Lu Knowles
.Miss Beauckaine
.......Miss Watson

Mr. Hemj Janes has a new novel entitled “The Too Magies” in the press ‘Of the Macmillan Company,
The introduction to a new volume of “The Cricket on the
Hearth,” (Century Company) is by Joseph Jefferson.
Dodd, Mead and Company will publish a new volume
written by Hamilton H. Mabie, entitled ‘‘Essays on Work
and Culture”. It will appear in uniform editor of that
authors other works.
Miss Molly Elliot Seawell has just published a now novel
“The Loues of the Lady Arabelia”. The time is the latter
part of the eighteenth, the romance is stirring and the
movement rapid.
Mesrs. Scribuer have just completed the series of “Stories
by Foreign Author”, in ten volumes, corresponding to the
series of “Stories by English Autors” and“ Stories by
Americans Authors,” making, in all thirty volumes, which
offer a very liberal relection of modern Fiction.
A new book of poems by Ella Higgi
ed immediately, entitled “ Then the
Again.” Mrs. Higginson met with a
tion through her short stories, her
Pearls,” and “A Forest Orchard.”

son is to be publish
Birds to Go North
very favorable recep
“Land of the Snow

B O Z E M A N VS, ’ V A R S I T Y .

Through no fault of the editors, whose work was handed
in at the time agreed upon, this issue of The Kaimin has
been delayed and instead of coming out Friday, November
12, makes its tardy appearance today.
By this delay however, it has become possible to an
nounce the result of the Bozeman State College-’Varsity
football game, played at Bozeman, November 12. The
score was 6-0 in favor of the ’Varsity.
The line up of the two elevens was as follows:
BOZEMAN.

’VARSITY.

Jeffries .............................. ,L. H..............................D. Heyfron
Peat...................................... R. H....................... ........ .F. Crain
B oyles.................................F. B ............................... G. Kennett
Subs—George Westby, O. Berry.
The ’Varsity team left Missoula Friday evening at 5:40
plentifully supplied with rabbits feet, mascots of every
kind, and the good'wishes of their numerous friends. Ac
cording to the statements of the porter, no time was spent
in sleep, either by the team or any of the occupants of the
sleeper, f;om the time they left here till Bozeman was
reached al 1:00 a. m. The boys were escorted to the Boze
man hotel where they slept until 8:30; after breakfast,
under the protecting wing of their hosts, they were taken
through the college. The equipment of the laboratories in
physics and chemistry drew forth especial comment on
account of its unusual excellence. The main building itself
was much admired, alsa the arrangement and general con
venience of the machine shops.
Returned to the hotel for dinner and at 2:30 started for
the field. Mr. McCormick, coach of the Bozeman eleven,
and‘formerly connected with one of the eastern teams, and
Mr. Searight, the ’Varsity coach, took charge of the game;
during the first half Mr. McCormick acted as referee, Mr.
Searight as umpire and Mr. Lee Rice, manager of the Butte
Business college, as time keeper. Twenty-five and twenty
minute halves were decided upon. Ward, captain of the
'Varsity boys, won the toss and had choice of goals; Boze
man kicked off, Ward caught the ball and carried it to
center of field, but there, by hard playing, the College team
gained it on downs and carried it to ’Varsity’s 25-yard line
when it was lost on downs. ’Varsity then took the ball and
carried it to Bozeman’s 4-yard line where, by more hard
playing, the Bozeman boys gained it on downs. First half
clqsed with ball on State College 25-yard line in possession
of College team. Score 0*0.
In the second half, with Searight as referee and McCor
mick as umpire, Missoula kicked off to Bozeman. Bozeman
forced the ball up to about the center of the field. Boze
man’s full back took the ball and went through the line,
gaining about eight yards. Heyfron, the ’Varsity half back,
then got possession of the ball and made a touchdown.
Kennett kicked goal. ‘ From that time neither team scored
and the game closed with the score 6 to 0 in favor of the
’Varsity.
Of the Bozeman team their center, right guard, quarter
and one of their half backs deserve especial mention. The
best gains of the whole game were made by Ward, of the
’Varsity’s, also some good gains were made by the ’Varsity
team in their formation plays, still their team work was
hardly that which might have been expected:
In the evening the boys were given a reception by the
young ladies of the college, from there they went on to a
small dance and final y started for home fully convinced
that life in Bozeman was Well worth living.
A return game at Missoula on Thanksgiving is now a
certainty. It is believed that both teams will spend the in
tervening time in hard practice, and the outcome is doubt
ful. The ’Varsity team will be strengthened by Charles
Allard and Frank Latimer and hope for another victory.

Flaherty.............. ......... ....L . E........ . .............H. Kennedy
.............. R. T.............. ................A. Merritt
Collins................. ........... L. G ........... . . . . . . . . . . E. Miller
Milles.................... ................... C...............
. . . . R. G............ .............. O. Sedman
Coe krill .......... .............. R. T .........
Flaherty...........
L. Ebert
The Kaimin is a production of the Missoulian job depart. ,.R. E. . . ... • •
Jeffries............................... Q. B............. .............. L. Heckler meit.

